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l if e st yle

‘Guys’ fails Australian
workplace test

The word “guys” should be avoided in the office, a new
Australian campaign has said, arguing that such terms
exclude minority groups. The Diversity Council of

Australia campaign launched yesterday asks people to be
open to changing phrases they have always thought “normal”.
One such word is “guys”, which is commonly used in Australia
to refer to a group including men and women. A campaign
video shows a group of women cringing at being referred to
as “girls”, and a worker in a wheelchair questioning the use of
the expression “walk the talk”.

Former chief of the Australian Army, David Morrison, who
is spearheading the #WordsAtWork campaign, said the use of
inclusive language should be promoted. “For some time I have
been advocating that everyone in our society, from all gen-
ders, races, creeds, ages, disabilities, religions or sexual orien-
tations, be given a chance to achieve their potential,” he said
in a statement. “Unfortunately, in many workplaces, this isn’t
always the case. People use language to denigrate others and
to take away their self-respect. Sometimes it happens uncon-
sciously, but the effect is the same.”

The new campaign was not about creating a “language
police” but simply about encouraging people to use terms at
work that were respectful, accurate, and relevant to everyone,
he said. “All the campaign is doing is saying, ‘Look, it’s a proven
fact that more inclusive, more diverse workforces create real
diversity of thinking and are more productive,” he told the
Australian Broadcasting Corporation.

“And one of the ways... that you can engender that type of
environment is (by) being careful about how you speak to oth-
er people, talking to them with respect and listening to their
views with respect.” Morrison admitted that “guys” was a word
he had previously used. “I have now removed that from my lex-
icon as best I can, I think it’s important,” he said. But the idea of
dropping the word “guys” provoked a storm on Twitter, with
some questioning whether it would also lead to the loss of the
traditional favorite “mate”. But others praised the idea of
removing gender-specific language, coming up with alterna-
tives to “guys” including “folks”, “riff raff” and “mortals”. — AFP

Ramadan 2016 for New Look is all about elegant
nights and outfits to match. The Ramadan collection
is full of halter neck maxi dresses, sophisticated

jumpsuits and long sleeve wrap tops based on a colour
palette of pastel pinks, deep blacks and lush creams. Faux
fur layers and shrugs add extra glamour, while black and
gold accessories add look effortlessly stylish.

Ladylike lace dresses and necklace collar tops are on
trend yet classic, while textured separates and dresses are
perfect for a more fashion forward look. Bandeau jump-
suits are also key to the collection, wear them cinched at
the waist with a gold belt and finish with a sequin clutch.

Key pieces for daytime include wrap blouses, ruffled
dresses and flouncy midi skirts. Pastel pink and pale blue
are key colours, while leopard print and crochet inserts add
interest. Daytime accessories are more understated, with
monochrome pieces, a chic way to finish any outfit.

As the Holy month progresses towards Eid, styling gets
more extravagant. Prepare to embrace opulence in show-
stopping dresses made with dazzling sequins and gold
based leopard print. Or, for a more subtle look, pair a coor-
dinated set or jumpsuit with statement animal print or
sequined accessories.

For a relaxed evening look, silver details complement

icy tones in the collection, like blue, white and black. Pair
metallic pumps or heels with a midi dress or evening top to
give your look a SS16 twist.

The trend continues in New Look’s Label Lounge with
heavily embellished sequin and beaded dresses and plenty
of pops of gold, bright blue and turquoise.  The Ramadan
collection is available in New Look stores throughout
Kuwait at The Avenues, Al-Bairaq Mall, Al-Salam Mall and
Promenade Mall.

A dazzling Ramadan with New Look

Dior staged a catwalk show of its “Cruise collection” at the majestic
Blenheim Palace in the Oxfordshire countryside Tuesday, in a lav-
ish event reflecting the growing importance of between-seasons

collections. The fashion event at the 18th century stately home, the birth-
place of Britain’s wartime prime minister Winston Churchill, was a nod to
the past for the French design house, which held events there twice in
the 1950s.

The brand’s Swiss creative duo of designers, Lucie Meier and Serge
Ruffieux, mixed references to classic Dior designs and eccentric English
influences. Models including new face of Dior, beauty Bella Hadid, strut-
ted between the rows of gathered fashionistas in a pillared hall dressed
in florals and demure jackets. The styles mixed the modern and the con-
servative-one print represented a foxhunt-with a muted palette of beige,
black and pastels.

Bags with complex pockets and straps were worn tossed over the
shoulder or carried in the right hand, while models sported ankle boots

with chunky metallic heels. “We were thinking of a Dior Parisienne who
goes to London and becomes more eccentric,” Ruffieux told AFP, describ-
ing the designs as a natural evolution from the duo’s last two collections
since they stepped in after Raf Simons left in October.

No expense was spared as hundreds of clients and journalists were
brought to the palace on a luxury train the “Dior Express”. The brand has
just opened a new flagship store in London, one of the largest in Europe.
It is keen to promote its cruise collection-a holiday or resort collection
produced between the traditional spring/summer and autumn/winter
shows. Dior chief executive Sidney Toledano said customers wanted
“novelty”. “These cruise collections have grown in importance in the pub-
lic eye, and are as creative as the other collections,” he said.

Major fashion houses have been competing to hold the shows in ever
more exotic locations.  Chanel recently staged a catwalk show in Havana,
Louis Vuitton in Rio de Janeiro, while Gucci will present its cruise collec-
tion in London’s Westminster Abbey tomorrow. Dior is due to present an

haute couture collection in Paris in July, as it seeks an official successor to
take over from Simons who resigned three years after the house took
him on in 2012.

His successor will be appointed “soon” according to Toledano. “The
stakes are extremely important, it will have a bearing on what creative
direction will be taken in the coming years,” he added. Coming only
weeks before Britain votes on whether to remain in the European Union
in a June 23 referendum, some wondered if there was a political dimen-
sion to the show-but Toledano refused to be drawn on the subject. “I love
England, it is a model of openness,” he said. “I see enterprising men and
women. I’m sure they will make the right decision!”—  AFP

Dior takes Parisian style to Britain’s countryside
Models present creations on a catwalk during the spring/summer 2017 Christian Dior Cruise fashion show at Blenheim
Palace in Woodstock, near Oxford, central England. — AFP photos


